News Flash to the Miles Community!!
Tie Up The Black Dog Committee
Presents an Exciting Forum

‘TIE UP THE BLACK DOG AND
UNLEASH YOURSELF’

MONDAY 17TH MAY, 7 PM, MILES CIVIC CENTRE

MC: Cr Ray Brown, Mayor Western Downs Regional Council

METHUEN MORGAN “THE CHALLENGES OF CHANGE”
Methuen has a local rural background and is currently studying for his Honours in Psychology at the University of New England, Armidale

DR LISA WRIGHT, LONGREACH PSYCHOLOGIST
Lisa is a Clinical Psychologist who operates her own private practice throughout the Central West based from Longreach. She specialises in the identification and treatment of male depression in rural and remote areas.

CRAIG HAMILTON, ABC GRANDSTAND RUGBY LEAGUE BROADCASTER &
AUTHOR OF BROKEN OPEN
WAYNE BENNETT comments- “Craig Hamilton has one key message in writing his story. It is for Australian men and it is important: Don’t let your pride or stubbornness prevent you reaching out for help when you need it”.

DR PASI MAPHOSA, MILES GP

9.30 pm Question Time  Supper will be available

For further information and details please contact:
Mary Woods  Cecily Brockhurst
46764145  0419 779686